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WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

A MYRAID OF CHALLENGES
Health systems face both economic and compliance risk under their
physician compensation plans. We all know that many health systems lose
money on their physician enterprises. In addition, a myriad of regulations
govern how health systems can compensate physicians. Add to this the
transition to value-based reimbursement and the management of physician
compensation can make one’s head spin. In this session we will address the
challenges posed by these conditions and offer suggestions to mitigate risk
while creating a more robust physician compensation plan.

WHAT WE WILL COVER TODAY . . .
• How compensation plans have evolved given changes in market forces
• The economic and compliance risks in physician/hospital compensation
arrangements
• The limitations of using industry surveys for establishing compensation
• Approaches to mitigate risk
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COMPANY PROFILE

Who We Are Together

14

offices

75+

32

areas of
expertise

235+

multi-disciplinary
backgrounds

solutions

575+ professionals
1 culturally-unified firm
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Who We Are – Our Healthcare Solutions
While Ankura consultants possess deep competencies, we blend our skills to
offer clients synergistic solutions to complex problems

COMPLIANCE
Strategies to comply
with legal requirements
for providers, labs, and
clinical research

ANALYTICS
Data insights to
advance performance
for providers and
payers

TURNAROUND &
RESTRUCTURING

BUSINESS & COMP
VALUATION

Turnarounds for
troubled health systems,
nursing homes, home
health, etc.

Valuation services to
support transactions
and compensation
determination

PHYSICIANS
Practice strategy, mergers
and acquisitions,
compensation,
operations

HOSPITALS &
HEALTH SYSTEMS

PAYER SOLUTIONS

Health system strategy, Assist clients with payer
performance
analytics and contract
improvement, and
negotiation
operations
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Jim Goldmann

15950 Dallas Parkway, Suite 750 | Dallas, TX 75248

+1 817.247.2150 mobile
James.goldmann@ankura.com

Jim has supported health care clients for over 40 years in both consulting and
management roles. He assists clients with management of the physician enterprise
and has completed numerous engagements involving: physician/hospital integration;
strategy and service line development; medical group integration/expansion;
population health management; payer contracting for value; physician compensation
design; performance improvement assessments, design and execution;
reorganizations; and design of clinically integrated networks. Jim has also served as
an executive in various roles including medical groups and hospitals from academic
to rural.

Sarah Hull

1 North Wacker Drive, Suite 1950 | Chicago, IL 60606
+1 715.432.7879 mobile
sarah.hull@ankura.com

Sarah Hull has more than 30 years’ experience in hospital, integrated delivery system
(IDS), and medical group settings. Sarah’s experience covers all areas of finance and
operations, with a focus on strategy development, financial and operations
improvement, physician compensation, and health system integration. Sarah
completed engagements involving medical group performance improvement,
strategic business planning, revenue cycle financial improvement, central scheduling,
Management Service Organization (MSO) development, physician compensation, and
health system integration. Sarah’s experience also includes collaborative facilitation
and change management. She is skilled in facilitating the implementation of new,
cost-effective processes to meet financial performance goals.
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MARKET TRENDS

Healthcare is Not a System – Healthcare is an Ecosystem
Municipal Water System
➢ Is a system planned by the government, designed by engineers, and built to exact
standards
➢ Highly reliable and predictable
➢ Each home has hundreds of pipe connections that rarely break
➢ 100% recycling occurs
US Healthcare
➢ Doesn’t exist like a water system
➢ Ecosystem= defined community of living + non-living things that work together to sustain
themselves.
➢ Each player in the ecosystem is only concerned about its own survival
➢ Responds to environmental change to gain advantages for itself.
➢ Marked by scarcity- there aren’t enough $ for each player to thrive.
Constant Struggle for Dominance & Survival hides the Real Purpose for which Healthcare
Exists

➢ Incentives get twisted
➢ Unintended consequences abound
➢ Example: McAllen, Texas 2009 Study
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Healthcare Macro Trends
Service
Delivery

Service delivery will continue to shift to ambulatory settings, increasing
the number and types of access points

Increasing
Collaboration

Providers and payers will continue to employ a variety of collaborative
approaches to gain efficiency and effectiveness

Regulation

Governmental regulation and payment reform will continue to evolve
and impact organizational economics and operations

Financial
Management

Cost, revenue, and access to capital will continue as a key area of
emphasis for providers

Quality

Providers will be increasingly responsible for demonstrating and
managing quality of care

Workforce

Workforce shortages will continue to dictate changing provider roles

Technology
and Data
Management

Technology and data management will continue to evolve, impacting
traditional workflows
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“Triple Aim” Philosophy Provides an Ongoing Paradigm
“The Best Care, for the Whole Population, at the Lowest Cost”
Metrics:
• QUEST outcomes
• Select HEDIS metrics
• Health status
• Mortality rates

Population
Health

Metrics:
• Total medical PMPM
• Total Medical Trend
• Total Rx PMPM
• Admissions/1000
• Readmission rate

Metrics:
• Patient satisfaction
• Patient Activation
Measure scores

Experience
of Care

Per Capita
Costs

Source: The term “Triple Aim” is a trademark of the Institute for Healthcare Improvement
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“Quadruple Aim” Evolves from Triple Aim Philosophy
The Best Care, for the Whole Population, at the Lowest Cost
Balanced with Care Team Well Being

Population
Health

C

Experience of
Care

Per Capita
Costs

Source: The term “Triple Aim” is a trademark of the Institute for Healthcare Improvement
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State of Healthcare Now and in the Future: “Two Curve”
Challenge Across all Missions

Curve #2: VALUE-BASED PAYMENT
Achieving “Quadruple Aim”:

Institutions must address how to
optimize performance in the current
environment while also preparing to
“jump” from Curve #1 to Curve #2

▪ Better Care Experience for Individual
▪ Better Health for Populations
▪ Lower Per Capita Costs

Performance

▪ Care Team Well Being

Natural
Trajectory
Curve #1: FEE-FOR-SERVICE
▪ All about volume
▪ Reinforces work in silos
▪ Little incentive for “real”
integration

Clinical example depicted
here, but the Two Curve
Challenge relates to the
Research and Education
missions as well

Time
Source: Futurist Ian Morrison; Institute for Health Improvement with quadruple aim added
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Value-Based Care- Exists on a Spectrum
Value-Based Care

Financial Risk

SHARED
SAVINGS:
UPSIDE
ONLY
FFS+
QUALITY
INCENTIVE

FFS

SHARED
SAVINGS/
RISK:
UP/DOWN
SIDE

FULLY
CAPITATED

Shared Savings/Risk
FFS or Capitation, plus
share in savings AND
losses

Shared Savings
FFS or Capitation, plus
limited shared savings
bonus payments

Fully Capitated
Per Member Per
Month Capitation
amounts, plus admin
fees passed through
from premium dollars;
Fully responsible for
patients’ costs

FFS + Quality Incentive
FFS, plus incentive bonus
payments for meeting
certain quality measures

Fee For Service
Fees are paid for each
service the patient receives

Emphasis on Proactively Managing Patient Population
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Accountable Payment Models Call Old Imperatives Into Question
Compensation plans, depending on the market, may need to embrace both performance
and utilization risk, not just utilization risk as in the past

Performance Risk

Cost of Care

Utilization Risk
Quality of Care

Volume of Care

Bundled Pricing

Pay-for-Performance

Shared Savings

•Bundled Payments for Care
Improvement program
•Commercial bundled contracts

•Value-Based Purchasing
•Readmissions penalties
•Quality-based commercial
contracts

•Medicare Shared Savings
Program
•Pioneer ACO Program
•Commercial ACO contracts
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Continued Focus on the Intersections Between Physician
Integration, Care Management, & Payer Contracting
Opportunities to Clarify Leadership, Structure & Coordinated Strategy for Clinical Integration & Care Management

1

2

3

Partnered Admin
& Physician
Leadership &
Accountability

Coordinated
Integration &
Affiliation
Relationships

Payor Contracting
Functions &
Models

•
•
•
•
•

Exec. Roles
Med. Admin.
System Council
SL Committee
Other

•
•
•
•
•

Fully Integrated
Foundation
Co-Management
Exclusive PSA
Other Support

•
•
•
•
•
•

Network Dev.
Risk & Non
-Risk
PHO & IPA
Direct
Carve-Outs
Other

4
Coordinated
Infrastructure
Support
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Care Mgmt”
MSO
QA/UM
Finance
EMR/IT
Other

Requires new, transformational
approaches to physician alignment,
compensation, and performance
management relationships.
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Evolution of Compensation Models
➢ Early to mid 1990s: salaries and guarantees
➢ Late 1990s: base plus productivity incentives
➢ Early 2000s: revenue less expenses pools
➢ Mid to late 2000s: pure productivity:
o Percentage of collections/charges
o wRVUs
o Tiered wRVUs
➢

Early 2010s to Today : productivity plus incentives – typically:
o wRVU-based mechanisms predominate
o Salary-based methods growing slowly
o Guaranty or floor only for:
▪ Transition period
▪ New hires
o Small quality/efficiency/outcomes incentive (10-15%)
o Administrative/non-clinical or revenue producing time credit

➢ Future = Base with strong Minimum Work Standards (MWS) set to earn Base +
Quality/Shared Savings/Incentive up to 25% of total comp, approaching 50% in
some markets + Admin/Other as physician roles change
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Implications Regarding Integrated Physician Compensation
Planning – Key Plan Design Trends
Care Redesign

Resource
Management
Combination of non-labor
cost management , and
Care Management
alignment of labor and
Acute care focused, includes patient productivity to patient’s
flow, admission criteria, patient
throughput specific to
aggregation, concurrent reviews, etc.
selected DRGs.

Focuses across the
care continuum to
change the course of
disease for patients
with chronic life
altering illnesses
through interventions,
and empowering the
patient self care
capabilities.
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Balance & Alignment of Key Stakeholder Objectives is Needed
Shared Principles need to work together to achieve success

SYSTEM
OBJECTIVES

➢ Accountability for
System performance
➢ Enhance resources and
support for ALL shared
missions

➢ Promote higher levels of
collaboration to achieve
ALL shared missions
➢ Accountable for Group
performance to meet
System objectives

GROUP
/DIVISION
OBJECTIVES

INDIVIDUAL
/SPECIALTY/
DEPARTMENT
➢ Accountable for
physician performance –
in ALL missions
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Most Frequently Utilized Integrated Practice Compensation
Plan Designs
A.

Revenue-LessExpense

B.

Production-Based

C.

Combined
Base/Production

D.

Base-plusIncentives

E.

Salary &
Discretionary

Overview of Representative Plan Design Components

Credited
Production /
Revenue

Base Salary

Base Salary
Tiered per
Production

Base Salary
Salary*

Allocated
Expenses

Production
Incentive

Qualitative
Incentive

Performance
Incentive

Pass-Through
Compensation

Pass-Through
Compensation

Other Comp.

Other Comp.

Other Comp.

(*Allowance
for
discretionary
compensation
for exceptional
performance
not otherwise
compensated
during the
Plan Year)

Expectation of Increasing Market Utilization of “Progressive” Plans with less Production Reliance
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More Advanced Physician Compensation Plan Designs Include
20%+ of Total Compensation in Non-Production Incentives
Integrated Physician Compensation Plan Components and Trends

Base Salary

1)

Production
Incentive

Key Trends:
Reduced reliance upon
volume/productivity

2)

Deliberate movement toward
“capped” total incentives

3)

Enhanced reliance upon
quality, service and efficiency

Quality
Incentive

Other
Stipends

Design features will include
emphasis upon/
development/enhancement of:

Minimum Work
Standards
(MWS)

“Stretch Goals”
for Quality,
Service &
Efficiency
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Consistent and Robust Minimum Work Standards (MWS)
are Vital for Success
In order for a physician to receive his/her full compensation, physician must
meet approved Minimum Work Standards (MWS) that include physician
behaviors in the following categories:
➢ Production/Patient Care – May include CMS defined wRVUs and/or FTEadjusted work sessions.
➢ Accessibility – May include patient access, standard hours and/or approved
coverage services requirements.
➢ Documentation – May include timely completion of medical records,
submission of charges, meaningful use.
➢ Quality, Service, and/or Efficiency may include:
o Patient Satisfaction
o Referring Physician Satisfaction, Employee Satisfaction, etc..
o Specialty-specific minimums for discipline-specific “core measures”
and/or adherence to care management protocols, etc.
➢ Citizenship – May include required adherence to other practice policies,
procedures and other expected “group” behaviors (e.g., attendance at
meetings, QI program participation, etc.).
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Future Implications Regarding Physician Compensation
Planning
Compensation
Design
Component
Base
Compensation

Production
Incentive
Quality/Service
Incentive
Other
Compensation

Next Steps Considerations
For primary care physicians, evaluate per expected patient “panel”
size, medical home responsibility
Expanded MWS for protocol adherence. Electronic Medical Records
(EMR) usage, expense control, other provider satisfaction
Likely eliminated or “capped” for increased number of
subspecialties, including PCPs as Base +/or Quality grows
For others, likely reduced or disqualified payments for failure to
meet MWS quality/service performance levels
Evolve to higher levels (>20%) of anticipated total compensation
Provide payout for higher “stretch” (well above average)
performance. Increased reliance on team performance re:
efficiency/service
Increased consideration of these activities within Base Salary
performance standards
Increased use and incentives for efficient use of AHPs
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RECOMMENDED COMPENSATION DESIGN APPROACH AND TIMELINE

Approach: Multi-Phase, Collaborative Process: 4-6 Months
Minimum
Conduct Initial Assessment
Interim
Interim Development of Alternative Compensation
Plans
Development
of
Conduct
Initial
Finalize Recommendations & Governance Review
Alternative
Assessment
Compensation
Plans
•

•

•
•

Review current
compensation
arrangements; summarize
key issues/concerns
Leadership meetings to
review potential
alternative physician
compensation plans,
clarify strategy and
review of market trends
and “lessons learned”
Provide benchmarking
and initial modeling of
alternative plans
Summarize Phase I
findings and observations

•

•

•
•

•

Develop interim design
recommendations model proposed changes;
physician review &
refinement
Complete expanded
reviews of alternative
physician compensation
plan options
Expanded plan modeling
and proforma impact
analysis
Facilitated review of
rationale for
recommended alternative
approaches
Presentation/discussion
of interim results to
Leadership Teams

Finalize
Recommendation
s & Governance
Review
•
•

•
•
•

Finalize new plan
recommendations
Finalize revised
compensation plan
designs and
implementation
recommendations
Complete Leadership
review and potential
revision
Prepare presentations to
secure additional approvals
Develop communications
to affected physicians/
providers along with
oversight during transition
period up to effective date
of new plan
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“Curve 2” Implementation Considerations
“Curve 2” compensation designs can effect more than just pay

➢ Higher levels of consistency in provider performance and practice stability
➢ Enhanced understanding of required inter-disciplinary Teamwork
➢ Enhanced understanding and ability to achieve more mature “Curve 2”
Minimum Work Standards (MWS) as minimum requirement to be there
➢ Enhanced capabilities to measure and report “Curve 2” behaviors
➢ Support for sub-specialization amongst the care team members and
willingness for shared team performance incentives

➢ Enhanced support for team-based Work Flow assignments – tied to tailored
MWS, tiered Base Salary and quality, service and efficiency goals
➢ Significant levels of provider/administrative trust and “buy-in” to shared
Mission, Vision and Values
➢ Market stability and reward for advanced “Curve 2” behaviors
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Compliance Concerns
The management of physician contracts raises compliance concerns

➢ While the organization may draft a “clean” contract signed by both parties, the
implementation of that same contract can pose risks.
➢ Here are two examples:
o Medical Director contracts require physicians to record their time to
justify payment. We have seen cases where the physicians photocopy the
same record month after month and the institution doesn’t question the
submission.
o We have seen instances where organizations merge or are acquired that
and yet medical director contracts covering the same duties are retained.

➢ Solutions:
o Each party to an agreement bears responsibility to assure adherence to
the terms and conditions of the agreement.
o Conduct periodic audits, and act on them.
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Value-Based Compensation Concerns
Despite the appeal of value-based compensation significant implementation
challenges remain

Concern
What are the primary
considerations in using
quality metrics in
physician
compensation?

Do (or should?) nonvolume metrics tie to
financial performance
(what payers will pay
for)?

Issue

Consideration

Are the metrics clinically
and strategically relevant?

Utilize a group of physicians, analysts and
management to select metrics by specialty.

Are the metrics easily
measured and reported?

Understand the accuracy/availability of data while
considering which metrics to use.

Do they account for a
sufficient portion of
compensation to get
attention?

Consider which metrics should constitute
minimum work standards and incentives should
comprise at least 15-20% of compensation to get
attention.

Which metrics will payers
recognize?

Make sure you understand what they are
measuring and how.

How openly/timely will
they share their data?

We recommend quarterly data feeds. You will
also need to understand their methodology.

To the degree they do not
tie to financial
performance, will the new
program increase practice
losses?

See the following pages
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Compliance Concerns
Recent cases have raised concerns regarding current compensation practices

➢ Qui Tam relators have brought physician compensation issues to the attention
of the Department of Justice
➢ As a result of some recent cases, current common practices in physician
compensation rates do not appear to be consistent with the law in the opinion
of the government experts
o Health systems face significant settlement payouts
o Despite the preponderance of losses on physician practices those same
losses present one of the key determinants of non-compliance
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Recent Cases
Neither Stark law nor other regulations require or support specific valuation
methodologies. Case law appears to be dictating what constitutes compliant,
FMV compensation.
Cases where practice losses were a major issue:
➢ U.S. ex. rel. Drakeford v. Tuomey Healthcare System - $72.4 million
settlement, October 2015
➢ U.S. ex. rel. Baklid-Kunz v. Halifax Hospital Medical Center - $85 million
settlement, May 2014
➢ U.S. ex. rel. Parikh v. Citizens Medical Center - $21.8 million settlement,
April 2015
➢ U.S. ex. rel. Reilly v. North Broward Hospital District - $69 million
settlement, September 2015
➢ U.S. ex rel. Payne, et al. v. Adventist Health System and U.S. ex rel. Dorsey
v. Adventist Health System - $115 million settlement, September 2015
Rather than go through a costly trial, Defense will settle. Therefore, DOJ’s
view on practice losses has been prevailing, to date.
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Fair Market Value vs. Commercial Reasonableness
How the Government experts view FMV and CR
FAIR MARKET VALUE
▪ Government generally accepts median compensation ratio
(comp/wRVU or comp to collections)
▪ Up to the 75th percentile coupled with substantial justification
▪ MGMA as primary, but AMGA and SCA as secondary
▪ The argument that there is a national recruiting market has been
rejected by DOJ.
▪ Significant pay increases evaluated as a red flag
COMMERCIAL REASONABLENESS
▪ Practice losses forms the primary analysis for CR
▪ Losses generally indicate the arrangement is not CR
▪ But, can lose money in some situations
The government considers compliant compensation to be the lesser of
FMV or CR value per physician
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Why do health system-based physician practices lose $$?
Of course, this is unique to most health system employed situations, as
independent physician earn what is left over after expenses are paid

➢ Compensation is often based on surveys yet there are issues with the level of
reliance on salary surveys (MGMA, et. al).
o Surveys lack the statistical rigor sufficient to make reliable inferences
o Often not reflective of the local market, and healthcare markets are local

➢ Pay increases, without economic performance increases, increase costs and
may increase losses
➢ Conversion of ancillaries to HOPD removes that revenue from practices
➢ Lack of market-accurate intercompany transfer pricing

➢ Revenue and Cost factors (see next page)
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Revenue and Cost Factors Affecting Physician Compensation
Organizations can reduce enterprise risk and improve financial
performance at the same time by tying FMV to the economic factors which
drive performance
➢ Revenue Factors
o Negotiating higher rates for the hospital vs. physician practices
o Payer mix
o Volume and Service Mix
o Revenue cycle effectiveness

o Loss of ancillary revenue
o Uncompensated services (call coverage, administrative)
➢ Cost/Other Factors
o Profits from AHPs

o Staffing
o Space costs and real estate utilization
o Supply and drug costs
o Administrative overhead
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Addressing FMV and CR Concerns
Despite these challenges, health systems can address regulatory concern
➢ Periodically test physician compensation.
o The local market matters
o Contrary to how they’re sold, compensation valuations are not necessarily
“good” for 2-3 years

o Develop process to evaluate and document that the current compensation
plan is achieving intended goals
➢ Address fundamental economics/accounting/performance
o Address opportunities to increase revenue and reduce cost – loss sourcing
analysis
o Be prepared to justify losses where possible (e.g. circumstances with high
level charity care)
o With increasing Medicare pressure to reduce payment for HOPD services,
consider whether to move them back into the practice.

➢ Keep your ear “to the ground” - It is the disgruntled physician/employee
who positions your organization for risk.
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Questions? Comments?
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